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I Am Watching You
"When emerging from its cocoon, a butterfly needs the struggle to push the fluid from its body
into its wings. So essentially, without the struggle, it never flies." From the USA Today
bestselling author of The Beach House comes a story about second chances, family bonds, and
finding out who we really are. Butterfly Sisters is the perfect escape for fans of Susan Wiggs,
RaeAnne Thayne, and Susan Mallery. About to land her biggest deal yet, Leigh Henderson is on
her game. She's prepared for this, and nothing can get in her way. Except Rebecca Mayer, who'd
sashayed in a few weeks ago with a former client list that would fill the entire hallway to
Leigh's office if she laid it out end to end. When her boss unexpectedly offers the deal to
Rebecca and tells Leigh he's letting her go, Leigh finds herself without a job. But that's the
least of her worries. Her mother has some news that will change everything. She's asked Leigh
and her sister Meredith to meet her at the family cabin on Old Hickory Lake. Not only has Leigh
been unable to track down her sister for years, but going back to the cabin would mean dealing
with the loss of her beloved grandmother and also chance running into her old flame Colton
Harris, the one love she's never been able to completely let go of. Will confronting her grief,
speaking to her estranged sister, and being forced to face the love she'd left behind help
Leigh to learn who she really is? A heartwarming story that will have you laughing, crying, and
rushing to those you hold dear. If you loved the Christmas movies based on Jenny's books and
are looking for more feel-good, small-town romance, look no further!
The chilling new psychological thriller from the bestselling author of I Am Watching You. On a
train with her husband, miles from home and their four-year-old son, Ben, Sophie receives a
chilling phone call. Two boys are in hospital after a tragic accident. One of them is Ben. She
thought she could trust Emma, her new friend, to look after her little boy. After all, Emma's a
kindred spirit--someone Sophie was sure she could bare her soul to, despite the village
rumours. But Sophie can't shake the feeling that she's made an unforgivable mistake and now her
whole family is in danger. Because how well does she know Emma, really? Should she have trusted
her at all? Time is running out. Powerless to help her child, still hours from home, Sophie is
about to discover the truth. And her life will never be the same.
Melody Hollenback has a problem. Her husband, Jeff, has joined what appears to be a cult.
Considering his and her months-long unemployment and Jeff's clinical depression, Melody has a
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lot to worry about. When Jeff exhibits sudden signs of mental wellness, he is convinced the
cult is curing him. He becomes increasingly immersed in the teachings, and Melody worries he is
pulling away from her. In an effort to hold on to him, she pretends to join the fold. She soon
discovers that the cult has long arms and keeps a tight grip on its followers. In fact, one of
the group's ringleaders, the mysterious Floyd, has been keeping his creepy eye on her.
Somebody's Watching You, the debut novel from Robin D'Amato, reads like a quirky thriller. Set
in a community unware of danger in its tree-lined blocks, the absurd tactics of the cult frame
this otherwise simple love story with both dread and humor.
Like the bestselling novels of Gillian Flynn and S. J. Watson, The Book of You—an utterly
original fiction debut—is a sophisticated psychological thriller that will haunt you long after
it reaches its terrifying, breathtaking conclusion. Most people dread the prospect of jury
duty, but university administrator Clarissa wants nothing more than to be selected for a trial.
Every day she serves means a day away from her job and, more important, the unwanted attentions
of her colleague Rafe. An academic expert on the darker side of folk tales, he has always
unnerved Clarissa. She spent one drunken night with him while mourning the demise of a previous
relationship, an inexplicable decision she can only attribute to her break-up. Rafe, however,
sees things differently. The encounter, which may not have been as consensual as Clarissa
originally believes, only serves to fuel his growing obsession with her—and he is not about to
let her slip away. The Book of You is a visceral, riveting portrait of a woman
terrorized—emotionally and physically—by a man bent on possessing her completely. It is a
chilling saga of predator and prey; as a disturbingly violent crime unfolds in front of her in
court, Clarissa finds herself experiencing a different, but equally harrowing, nightmare in
real life. Rafe’s taunts become more sinister by the day, but each carefully calibrated assault
is designed to devastate her without ever crossing the line of the law. Realizing that she
bears the burden of proof, Clarissa knows she is powerless unless she can hold out long enough
to amass sufficient evidence against him. Piece by piece, she uncovers the twisted, macabre
fairytale Rafe has spun around them both, discovering that the happy ending he envisions is
more awful than she could have ever imagined. Deftly constructed around an achingly convincing
narrative, The Book of You explores the darkest corners of the human heart, where the lines
between love and suffocation, fantasy and reality, can become dangerously blurred. A riveting
story about Clarissa’s desperate attempts to escape the nightmare in which Rafe traps her, it
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is also a profoundly moving story about one woman’s will to survive.
A Woman's Guide to Loving Pro Football
Watching You
Dear Baby, I'm Watching Over You
I Am Watching
Touched by the Gods
When told "Luca, you're growing like a weed!", 2 year old Luca responds "I'm not a weed, I'm Luca". Journey with
Luca as she discovers herself among all of her silly family's comparisons.
See the Grishaverse come to life on screen with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix original series. Discover what
comes next for heist trio Kaz, Inej, and Jesper -- and the star-crossed Nina and Matthias -- in the #1 New York
Times bestseller Six of Crows, Book One of the Six of Crows Duology. Ketterdam: a bustling hub of international
trade where anything can be had for the right price—and no one knows that better than criminal prodigy Kaz
Brekker. Kaz is offered a chance at a deadly heist that could make him rich beyond his wildest dreams. But he
can't pull it off alone. . . . A convict with a thirst for revenge. A sharpshooter who can't walk away from a wager. A
runaway with a privileged past. A spy known as the Wraith. A Heartrender using her magic to survive the slums. A
thief with a gift for unlikely escapes. Six dangerous outcasts. One impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the only thing
that might stand between the world and destruction—if they don't kill each other first. Six of Crows by Leigh
Bardugo returns to the breathtaking world of the Grishaverse in this unforgettable tale about the opportunity—and
the adventure—of a lifetime. Praise for Six of Crows: “Six of Crows is a twisty and elegantly crafted masterpiece
that thrilled me from the beginning to end.” –New York Times-bestselling author Holly Black “Six of Crows [is] one
of those all-too-rare, unputdownable books that keeps your eyes glued to the page and your brain scrambling to
figure out what’s going to happen next.” –Michael Dante DiMartino, co-creator of Avatar: The Last Airbender and
The Legend of Korra “There's conflict between morality and amorality and an appetite for sometimes grimaceinducing violence that recalls the Game of Thrones series. But for every bloody exchange there are pages of
crackling dialogue and sumptuous description. Bardugo dives deep into this world, with full color and sound. If
you're not careful, it'll steal all your time.” —The New York Times Book Review Read all the books in the
Grishaverse! The Shadow and Bone Trilogy (previously published as The Grisha Trilogy) Shadow and Bone Siege
and Storm Ruin and Rising The Six of Crows Duology Six of Crows Crooked Kingdom The King of Scars Duology
King of Scars The Language of Thorns: Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic The Severed Moon: A Year-Long
Journal of Magic Praise for the Grishaverse “A master of fantasy.” —The Huffington Post “Utterly, extremely
bewitching.” —The Guardian “This is what fantasy is for.” —The New York Times Book Review “[A] world that feels
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real enough to have its own passport stamp.” —NPR “The darker it gets for the good guys, the better.”
—Entertainment Weekly “Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . . Impossible to put down.” —USA Today “There’s a
level of emotional and historical sophistication within Bardugo’s original epic fantasy that sets it apart.” —Vanity
Fair “Unlike anything I’ve ever read.” —Veronica Roth, bestselling author of Divergent “Bardugo crafts a first-rate
adventure, a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery!” —Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy
Jackson series
A gripping psychological thriller from the bestselling author of I Am Watching You. The perfect family? Or the
perfect lie? It's their daughter's graduation and Rachel and Ed Hartley are expecting it to be one of their family's
happiest days. But when she stumbles and falls on stage during the ceremony, a beautiful moment turns to chaos:
Gemma has been shot, and just like that, she's fighting for her life. PI Matthew Hill is one of the first on the scene.
A cryptic message Gemma received earlier in the day suggests someone close to her was about to be exposed.
But who? As Matthew starts to investigate, he finds more and more layers obscuring the truth. He even begins to
suspect the Hartleys are hiding something big--from him and from each other. While Gemma lies in hospital in a
coma, her would-be killer is still out there. Can Matthew unravel the family's secrets before the attacker strikes
again?
IN THIS EXCLUSIVE EXCERPT, GET A SNEAK PREVIEW OF THE LATEST HEARTPOUNDING THRILLER FROM THE
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND #1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THEN SHE WAS GONE. Someone
knows what you did. You’re back home after four years working abroad, new husband in tow. You’re keen to find a
place of your own. But for now you’re crashing in your big brother’s spare room. That’s when you meet the man
next door. He’s the head teacher at the local school. Twice your age. Extraordinarily attractive. You find yourself
watching him. All the time. But you never dreamed that your innocent crush might become a deadly obsession. Or
that someone is watching you. In Lisa Jewell’s latest brilliant “bone-chilling suspense” (People) perfect “for fans of
Gone Girl, The Girl on the Train, and Luckiest Girl Alive” (Library Journal), no one is who they seem—and everyone
has something to hide. As “Jewell teases out her twisty plot at just the right pace” (Booklist, starred review), you
will be kept guessing until the startling revelation on the very last page.
Get Your Own Damn Beer, I'm Watching the Game!
When No One Is Watching
I've Been Watching You
I'll Be Watching You
Watching You Excerpt
I Know Their Crimes. Star prosecutor Kristen Mayhew has a dangerous secret admirer. He seems to know her every thought, her every move. He sends
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her letters. And he kills the criminals she herself is powerless to stop. I Hunt Down the Guilty. This avenger even knows Kristen's deepest secret-the one
that has kept her from surrendering her heart to Abe Reagan, the police detective sworn to protect her. Like Kristen, Reagan is haunted by the loss of
something precious that can never be regained. But in the shadow of a calculating serial killer, the two turn to each other and dare to rediscover
passion...even as the messages and vicious murders continue. Even as the killer's thirst for retribution makes Kristen a target for murder.
Reprinted Edition An obsessed killer is blazing a bloody trail near Richmond, Virginia, toward his ultimate prize--and only one homicide detective can
hope to stop the madness. . . The first kill was easy. The second much easier. No guilt, no remorse, just a rush of adrenaline surging through him as
each life drains away, and the pleasure of knowing their deaths help his beloved Lindsay. And there are so many more who deserve to die. . . The first
twisted gift to Lindsay O'Neil arrives hidden in a bouquet of flowers. When her estranged husband, Detective Zack Kier, is assigned to the case,
Lindsay's past comes back with a vengeance. Only Zack knows the dark secret she lives with--or so she thinks. Now nothing can prepare her for the
nightmare to come--because everything Lindsay's stalker does is for her. And when she spurns his gifts, she and those she loves most become targets of
a madman whose rage is growing, who is waiting, watching, closer than she ever feared. . . "Creepy and terrifying, it will give you chills." --RT Book
Reviews "Taut, compelling. . .Mary Burton delivers a page-turner." –Carla Neggers, New York Times bestselling author
Krimi. Kristen Mayhew, Chicago assistant state's attorney, already has a dark secret to keep when she finds the bodies of three criminals she failed to
convict in the trunk of her car. The killer, who seems to know everything about her, including her secret, tells her that justice has been done on her
behalf. While trying to track down this man, Kristen and Abe Reagan, the detective protecting her, turn to each other, even as the killer makes Kristen
his next target
Parents in the armed forces assure their children at home, who are doing things that echo what their parents are doing, how much they love and miss
their offspring, and how their duties are another way of showing their love.
I’ll Be Watching You (previously published as Watching You)
Six of Crows
Please Don't Pick the Flowers I Am Watching You
A Wolf Like Me
A novel

A midnight ritual by a secret society in the English Countryside nearly costs Thomas Spell his life. He returns home
to Chicago to find that he carries within himself something unspeakable - a condition for which he believes there is
no cure, until he meets Penelope, a beautiful and brilliant pre-med student determined to heal him. But the
Brotherhood searches for him still, convinced that he holds the key to an unimaginable power. As his life begins to
spiral out of control, Thomas is forced to confront his own past, as well as the dark forces closing in on him and
everything he holds dear.
“Kavanagh keeps the suspense high to the chilling conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly From a distance, they seem
to be sleeping. Three bodies, sitting propped up against the ancient stones of Hadrian’s Wall. Until a closer look
reveals the horror of their too-white faces. The victims were found by schoolgirl Isla Bell, out on an early morning
run along the historic site. That day changed the small town of Briganton forever, and shaped Isla’s life. Twenty
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years later, she’s a professor of criminal psychology, wrestling with the question that still haunts her: why? Why
did Heath McGowan kill those people—and two more besides—before he was finally caught by Isla’s police
detective father? At last, Isla has a chance to get answers when Heath agrees to take part in her research. Isla’s
husband, Ramsey—the only one of Heath’s victims to survive—cautions her against the meeting. But no matter
how ready Isla feels to peer within a killer’s mind, there is no way to prepare for the fresh horror about to engulf
Briganton. Another body is found, displayed just as before . . . and then another. Is this a copycat, or could the
truth be darker still? “The red herring-filled conclusion should surprise even the most careful reader.” —Kirkus
Reviews “Smart, fierce, and absorbing, this is a novel that begs to be read deep into the night.” —Foreword
Reviews
Every Wednesday, like clockwork, the terror returns. It seems like an ordinary Wednesday, until the phone rings. A
mysterious caller with a chilling threat. Journalist Alice Henderson hangs up, ready to dismiss it as a hoax against
the newspaper. But the next Wednesday, the stalker makes another move--and it becomes clear that this is all
about Alice. Someone wants her to suffer, but for what? Her articles have made her a popular local
champion--could it be her past rather than her work that's put her life in danger? Alice is determined not to give in
to fear, but with the police investigation at a dead end, her boyfriend insists on hiring private investigator Matthew
Hill. With every passing Wednesday the warnings escalate, until it's not only Alice but also her family in the
stalker's sights. As her tormentor closes in, can Alice uncover what she's being punished for before the terrifying
threats become an unthinkable reality?
The chilling new psychological thriller from the #1 bestselling author of I Am Watching You. It was their darkest
secret. Three schoolgirls made a promise - to take the horrible truth of what they did to the grave. Thirty years
later, Beth and Sally have tried to put the trauma behind them. Though Carol has distanced herself from her
former friends, the three are adamant that the truth must never come to light, even if the memory still haunts
them. But when some shocking news threatens to unearth their dark secret, Beth enlists the help of private
investigator Matthew Hill to help her and Sally reconnect with estranged Carol - before the terrible act they
committed as teenagers is revealed. Beth wishes she could take back the vow they made. But somebody is
watching and will stop at nothing to ensure the secret stays buried. Now, with her beloved family in peril, can Beth
still keep the promise?
Somebody's Watching You
From Micropchips in your Underwear to Satellites Monitoring Your Every Move, Find Out Who's Tracking You and
What You Can Do about It
The Family Upstairs
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Invisible Influence
He is Watching You
Drawing on exclusive interviews with the serial killer and a surviving victim, an investigative journalist furnishes a chilling odyssey into the
twisted mind of all-American killer Edwin "Ned" Snelgrove, a Rutgers graduate with the numbing ambition to out-kill his idol, Ted Bundy, and a
state attorney's efforts to lock him away forever. Original.
The willingness to believe in some kind of payback or karma remains nearly universal. Retribution awaits those who commit bad deeds; rewards
await those who do good. Johnson explores how this belief has developed over time, and how it has shaped the course of human evolution.
Her grandmother's murder brings her back to the town she fled years ago to reclaim her home and unearth the truth … while a killer watches her
every move. Ten years ago, Kim testified against her rich stepfather in a local girl’s murder. When he was acquitted, the hostile and disbelieving
residents forced her to leave town. Now, her grandmother's mysterious death brings her back to her small Everglades town, where they’re happy
to show her how unwelcome she is. The last person she’d expect to protect her is Zell MacGregor, the sexy, laid-back son of the man against
whom she testified. And Zell’s the last person she’d ever expect to fall for. But as they dig into the secrets of the past, their growing attraction
makes their present much more dangerous. Zell has a killer smile … but can he save her from a murderer?
Explores the subtle, secret influences that affect the decisions we make--from what we buy, to the careers we choose, to what we eat.
How the Fear of God Makes Us Human
Her Perfect Family
The Book Of You
The Hidden Forces that Shape Behavior
I’ll Be Watching You
The gods had chosen the Domdur to rule the world, and had chosen Malledd to be their champion among the Domdur.They had not asked
Malledd whether he wanted the job.Now a wizard has raised an army of the undead to overthrow the Domdur Empire, and the world awaits
the divine champion who is to save them -- but will Malledd come?And if he does, can he be the savior the Domdur expect, or has the gods'
favor turned elsewhere?
Somewhere in D.C., a vast computer complex churns through quintillions of data bytes about every American, living or dead. And one of
them is you! Satellites circle in space, prying into your intimate family secrets, while underground groups plot how to clone your DNA. Your
phone may be tapped, your office burglarized, your identity stolen. They're bugging your clothing and hacking your e-mail. There's no place to
hide. Or is there? In this book, you'll learn about real, little-known secret programs run by both the public and private sectors. And once you're
armed with that knowledge, you'll learn practical steps you can—and must—take to keep your private life private and lose Big Brother for
good!
Traumatized by a life-threatening attack by Gordon Mallory, who died in an accident after assaulting her, radio personality Taylor Halstead
receives a threatening e-mail and wonders if she can trust Gordon's twin brother, Jonathan, and her new boyfriend and protector, Reed
Weston. By the author of Scent of Danger.
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A young woman's body is left in a metal container in a remote location. The killer is careful to position her under a camera that links to his
smartphone. He likes to look back at his work. Detective Maddie Ives is new to the area. She is handed a missing person report: a young
woman with a drink problem who's been reported missing fifteen times. It looks like a waste of time. But DS Ives has a bad feeling about the
woman's disappearance. DI Harry Blaker is called to a hit and run of an elderly man left to die on a quiet country road. There is no motive and
it looks like a tragic accident. But he's been working Major Crime long enough to know that something isn't quite right. The two officers find
their investigations intertwine and they will need to work together. But fast, as time is running out for the woman in the container.
A Novel
The Killer on the Wall
A Thriller
Watching You Without Me
Someone's Watching You!

When Ella Longfield overhears two attractive young men flirting with teenage girls on a train, she thinks nothing of it. The next day, she wakes up to
the news that one of the girls - beautiful, green-eyed Anna Ballard - has disappeared. A year later, Anna is still missing. Ella is wracked with guilt over
what she failed to do, and she's not the only one who can't forget
It might have been four years since Detective Daniel Cardenas had last seen Addy Torres, but she'd never been far from his thoughts...or his fantasies.
Then, as a vicious stalker's latest target, the stunning recluse needed the relentless protection only Daniel could provide. But the more Addy turned to
his strong arms seeking safety, the more he wanted to ease her pain and give her the release they'd both craved for far too long. As he watched and
waited for a killer to make his next move, Daniel fought every urge and kept his hands to himself. Until one fateful night changed everything…
***PREPARE TO BE HOOKED. . . *** #1 UK SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'I read it all in one sitting.' COLLEEN HOOVER 'I loved The
Family Upstairs!' SARAH JESSICA PARKER 'I genuinely struggled to put this one down.' THE UNMUMSY MUM 'A twisty and engrossing story
of betrayal and redemption.' IAN RANKIN 'Rich, dark and intricately twisted, this enthralling whodunnit mixes family saga with domestic noir to
brilliantly chilling effect.' RUTH WARE 'Really good, gripping. I couldn't bear for it to finish...' OLIVIA COLMAN ____________________ In a
large house in London's fashionable Chelsea, a baby is awake in her cot. Well-fed and cared for, she is happily waiting for someone to pick her up. In
the kitchen lie three decomposing corpses. Close to them is a hastily scrawled note. They've been dead for several days. Who has been looking after
the baby? And where did they go? Two entangled families. A house with the darkest of secrets. A compulsive thriller from Lisa Jewell. *One of Holly
Willoughby's summer reading highlights!* ____________________ 'You don't read a Lisa Jewell book, you fall into it. It takes huge talent to
establish a whole world in the turn of two pages.' ERIN KELLY 'I swear I didn't breathe the whole time I was reading it. Gripping, pacy, brilliantly
twisty.' CLARE MACKINTOSH 'Creepy, intricate and utterly immersive: an excellent holiday read.' GUARDIAN 'I had an unrelentingly
pleasurable and thrilling for-God's-sake-tell-me-what-happened sensation in my stomach for the entire read ... Stupendous!' RUTH JONES
'Absolutely brilliant.' SARAH PINBOROUGH 'Few writers of psychological suspense devise such swift, slippery plots. Lisa's Jewell's The Family
Upstairs glitters like a blade and cuts even deeper.' AJ FINN 'I was hooked from the first page' ALICE FEENEY 'Utterly compelling. Deliciously dark
and twisty with characters who live on in your head. Lisa Jewell just keeps getting better and better.' JANE CORRY 'It's absolutely bloody brilliant and
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I can't tell you much I wish I'd written it.' TAMMY COHEN
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FROM THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF PEOPLE WE MEET ON
VACATION! "Original, sparkling bright, and layered with feeling."--Sally Thorne, author of The Hating Game A romance writer who no longer
believes in love and a literary writer stuck in a rut engage in a summer-long challenge that may just upend everything they believe about happily ever
afters. Augustus Everett is an acclaimed author of literary fiction. January Andrews writes bestselling romance. When she pens a happily ever after, he
kills off his entire cast. They're polar opposites. In fact, the only thing they have in common is that for the next three months, they're living in
neighboring beach houses, broke, and bogged down with writer's block. Until, one hazy evening, one thing leads to another and they strike a deal
designed to force them out of their creative ruts: Augustus will spend the summer writing something happy, and January will pen the next Great
American Novel. She'll take him on field trips worthy of any rom-com montage, and he'll take her to interview surviving members of a backwoods
death cult (obviously). Everyone will finish a book and no one will fall in love. Really.
Butterfly Sisters
Beach Read
The Promise
Because I'm Watching
The Friend
Year after year, Sunday afternoons and Monday nights during the NFL season have belonged to men. While they cheer and argue
play calls, the women in their lives are relegated to beer and chip detail. It's time for these women to join the action, and Holly
Robinson Peete, star of 21 Jump Street, For Your Love, and Hangin' with Mr. Cooper, and wife of NFL quarterback Rodney Peete,
has written this hip, smart, cheerful guide to help them do so. In Get Your Own Damn Beer, I'm Watching the Game!, Peete shares
her infectious enthusiasm for pro football and takes the complexity out of the game by breaking it down to its component parts.
She explains the role of each position player, provides a rundown of all on-field penalties and referees' hand signals, and offers an
illustrated guide to some of the most common plays in the NFL. She gives her take on the most memorable plays in NFL history
and dishes some inside dirt-in a breezy, girl-talkin' narrative that promises to turn the novice spectator into a well-informed football
fanatic.
Two stolen Pakistani nuclear bombs, a conspiracy to manipulate the global market in rare earths and a plot to assassinate the
President of the United States. It's going to be a busy week for Ali Monpour, special investigator for the National Security
Advisor.Rare Earths is a fast-paced political thriller ripped from today's headlines! Action and intrigue intertwine from the deserts
of Balochistan to the halls of power in Washington, D.C.
With every twist and turn you don’t know what’s going to happen. Another Lisa Jewell classic...... Melville Heights is one of the
nicest neighborhoods in Bristol, England; home to doctors and lawyers and old-money academics. It’s not the sort of place where
people are brutally murdered in their own kitchens. But it is the sort of place where everyone has a secret. And everyone is
watching you. As the headmaster credited with turning around the local school, Tom Fitzwilliam is beloved by one and
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all—including Joey Mullen, his new neighbor, who quickly develops an intense infatuation with this thoroughly charming yet
unavailable man. Joey thinks her crush is a secret, but Tom’s teenaged son Freddie—a prodigy with aspirations of becoming a spy
for MI5—excels in observing people and has witnessed Joey behaving strangely around his father.
A police crime thriller from from the acclaimed North East Police Series. Ben Cassidy has a hard job balancing single motherhood
with her career as a CSI While taking a course in Digital Forensics she meets the charming Jacob Tully, an ex army veteran
struggling with his past.
I Am Luca
The #1 bestseller and gripping Richard & Judy Book Club pick
I'm Watching You
I Will be Watching You
I Am Watching You

From New York Times bestselling author, Christina Dodd, comes the newest thriller of this “remarkable, mesmerizing series”
(Library Journal starred review) set in the quaint -- and deadly -- coastal town of Virtue Falls.
An instant NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLER! "I was knocked over by the momentum of an intense
psychological thriller that doesn’t let go until the final page. This is a terrific read." – Alafair Burke, New York Times bestselling
author *Marie Claire's September Book Club Pick* Rear Window meets Get Out in this gripping thriller from a critically acclaimed
and New York Times Notable author, in which the gentrification of a Brooklyn neighborhood takes on a sinister new meaning…
Sydney Green is Brooklyn born and raised, but her beloved neighborhood seems to change every time she blinks. Condos are
sprouting like weeds, FOR SALE signs are popping up overnight, and the neighbors she’s known all her life are disappearing. To
hold onto her community’s past and present, Sydney channels her frustration into a walking tour and finds an unlikely and
unwanted assistant in one of the new arrivals to the block—her neighbor Theo. But Sydney and Theo’s deep dive into history
quickly becomes a dizzying descent into paranoia and fear. Their neighbors may not have moved to the suburbs after all, and the
push to revitalize the community may be more deadly than advertised. When does coincidence become conspiracy? Where do people
go when gentrification pushes them out? Can Sydney and Theo trust each other—or themselves—long enough to find out before
they too disappear? Featured in Parade, Essence, Bustle, Popsugar, Elle, Shondaland, Marie Claire, Buzzfeed, Entertainment Weekly,
Good Housekeeping, Brit + Co, Real Simple, Lit Hub, Crime Reads, Blavity, Ms. Magazine, Hello Giggles, The New York Times,
Town & Country, Newsweek, New York Post, Refinery29, Woman's World, Washington Post, the Skimm, Book Riot, Bookish,
Huffington Post, and more!
She can trust him with her heart, but can she trust him with her life? Growing up as a foster kid, Jessica Jensen found her escape in
movies-especially those starring teen heartthrob Reece Winchester. When she meets him as an adult, he's just as charming,
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fascinating, and devastatingly handsome as she'd imagined. Before she knows it, Jessica is falling hard. But her real-life Cinderella
story is about to take a deadly turn... Jessica has completely upended everything about Reece's carefully ordered life. There's a reason
he's never allowed anyone to get so close to him before. But now that she has, there's a target on her back. Because someone knows
that the Winchesters have been hiding some dark family secrets. Someone who is out there waiting to strike. Waiting...and always
watching.
New York Times bestselling author Michael Robotham brings us face-to-face with a manipulative psychopath who has destroyed
countless lives and is about to claim one final victim. Marnie Logan often feels like she's being watched: a warm breath on the back of
her neck, or a shadow in the corner of her eye that vanishes when she turns her head. She has reason to be frightened. Her husband
Daniel has inexplicably vanished, and the police have no leads in the case. Without proof of death or evidence of foul play, she can't
access his bank accounts or his life insurance. Depressed and increasingly desperate, she seeks the help of clinical psychologist Joe
O'Loughlin. O'Loughlin is concerned by Marnie's reluctance to talk about the past and anxious to uncover what Marnie is
withholding that could help with her treatment. The breakthrough in Marnie's therapy and Daniel's disappearance arrives when
Marnie shares with O'Loughlin her discovery of the Big Red Book, a collage of pictures, interviews, and anecdotes from Marnie's
friends and relatives that Daniel had been compiling as part of a surprise birthday gift. Daniel's explorations into Marnie's past led
him to a shocking revelation on the eve of his disappearance: Anyone who has ever gotten close to Marnie has paid an exacting price.
A cold-blooded killer is eliminating the people in Marnie's life, and now that O'Laughlin is a part of it, he is next in line.
I Will Make You Pay
The First Four Chapters
God is Watching You
Rare Earths
LONGLISTED FOR THE SCOTIABANK GILLER PRIZE! From the author of the Scotiabank Giller Prize-winning story collection
Hellgoing--an electrifying, brooding novel about the lengths we go to care for family, and what happens when a stranger
places himself at the center of one household. "Watching You Without Me is like a Lorrie Moore book suffering a Patricia
Highsmith fever dream. You slide right along on Coady's witty and endearing style, and meanwhile the trap has closed over
you without your ever standing a chance." --Jonathan Lethem After her mother's sudden death, Karen finds herself back in
her childhood home in Nova Scotia for the first time in a decade, acting as full-time caregiver to her older sister, Kelli.
Overwhelmed and consumed by the isolation of her new role, Karen finds a shoulder to cry on in Trevor--one of Kelli's
caregivers. Karen gratefully accepts his friendship and comes to trust him all the more when she discovers how close Trevor
was to her mother, Irene. But all is not as it appears to be. What begins with friendly advice and someone to talk to soon
takes a dark and mysterious turn. Who is this person Karen has let into her home and into her family's life? How well does
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she know the stranger she has entrusted with her sister's well-being? As Trevor slowly weaves himself into Karen and Kelli's
lives, Karen starts to grasp the unsettling truth about him and his relationship with her mother--and to experience for
herself the true and dangerous nature of Trevor's "care."
The first body comes as a shock, the second brings horror, the third signals the beginning of a nightmare. The Cumbrian
community is small, tight-knit, and settle. When it comes to crime, everyone knows the victims. And everyone knows the
criminals. So when three bodies are found in close succession in this small farming community, the world holds its breath.
This was fifteen years ago. Since then, there have been more deaths, and the town is no closer to finding the killer. Emilia
Hellier is twenty five years old. She has grown up in the shadow of a serial killer, suffered the pain of her cousin’s death,
watching her father’s hunt for him twist and change her family. Now she belongs to the same CID department. Now it’s her
turn to figure out who has cast such a shadow over their lives.
IT’S EVERY MOTHER’S NIGHTMARE…BUT ONE SHE WILL NOT ACCEPT In an unthinkable flash, Emmy Fisher’s fifteen-year-old
daughter, Leah, seemingly drowns close to shore one summer night—at least that is what the police report says. In deep
grief, Emmy needs time and courage before she can enter Leah’s bedroom. But when she does, she finds something at first
bewildering, then unspeakable, as she begins to understand the full implications… She uncovers evidence that Leah had
been secretly involved with someone, someone perhaps older, someone with dark appetites. Bit by bit, the last few months
of Leah’s life unfold in a terrifying way that Emmy can hardly imagine. All she knows is that she has to find the person who
took her sweet daughter’s innocence. No matter the cost. The truth will set her free. Or bury her.
THIS IS A VERY SPECIAL STORY. IT IS VERY DEAR TO MY HEART BECAUSE IT IS A TRUE STORY. NENA LIVES IN CALGARY. SHE
IS MAKING FRIENDS FROM JUST PEOPLE PASSING AND CONVERSING ABOUT HER GARDEN, MAINLY THE PEONY. MOST OFTEN
PEOPLE COMMENT THAT THEY HAVE NEVER SEEN RED PEONIES BEFORE AND WANT TO KNOW THE ORIGIN. SHE HAS EVEN
STARTED OTHER PLANTS FROM THE OLD PLANT AND HAS EVEN EXCHANGEd WITH NEIGHBORS FOR OTHER COLOURS. THIS
STORY WAS READ TO TWO GROUPS OF CHILDREN WHO EMBRACED IT VERY WELL WITH MANY QUESTIONS SUCH AS: IS SHE
REAL WHERE DOES SHE LIVE IS THIS A TRUE STORY MAY I TOUCH THE FLOWERS (WE HAD PROPS) MAY I TAKE THE
FLOWERS HOME SOME KIDS EXPRESSED WHAT THEY WOULD PUT ON THEIR SIGN. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU PICK MY FLOWERS
I WILL COME TO YOUR HOME AND PICK YOUR FLOWERS.
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